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ELECTRIC CRUSH is a five piece 'Modern Rock' band from Texas with a sound reminiscent of

Lifehouse, Stone Temple Pilots, Goo Goo Dolls, Matchbox 20, Maroon 5 and U2, a commercial rock

sound with a pop edge. 'Best Modern Rock Band' 2005 LA Music Awards. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern

Rock, POP: Today's Top 40 Details: ELECTRIC CRUSH ElectricCrush.com Shane DiGeorge - Vocals /

Piano Mike O'Campo - Lead Guitar Rob Gerry - Guitar Joey Villafranca - Bass Danny X - Drums

ELECTRIC CRUSH is a five piece 'Modern Rock' band from Texas with a sound reminiscent of

Lifehouse, Stone Temple Pilots, Goo Goo Dolls, Matchbox 20, Incubus, Maroon 5 and U2, a commercial

rock sound with a pop edge. Electric Crush is currently playing throughout Texas, opening for such

popular acts as Three Days Grace, Blue October, Burdon Brothers, Social Burn and many others. Their

dynamic live performances have helped propel the band to the forefront of rock music in Texas. Electric

Crush has become very popular in Dallas / Ft. Worth, Denton, San Antonio, San Marcos and Austin. A

2006 Tour of the East Coast and Canada are planned for Fall. Their 2003 self-titled debut album Electric

Crush, and their February 2005 sophomore release, The Green Album have both sold out of their initial

run and are scheduled for re-press. The bands power-packed third album, The Human Frequency will be

completed in April 2006, and will mark a milestone in the bands song writing. The first single Taking Away

will be released to Active Rock radio in September 2005, and a follow up video that was shot in Los

Angeles, will be going out to video music channels sometime in May 2006. The LIVE performance, thats

what defines a great Rock Band  and EC delivers a powerful performance with all the excitement and

charisma of a polished, veteran act. Lead singer Shane DiGeorge, possesses a star quality that hasnt

been seen since the likes of Bono from U2. Fans from across the country have been emailing and

sending letters of support from Seattle to Chicago to New York, Florida, Texas, California and many

points between  theyre spreading the word about ELECTRIC CRUSH through the Internet and on many

websites and blogs such as MySpace.com. ELECTRIC CRUSH made their LA debut in September 2004,

where they shot the video for the 1st single Taking Away and performed live at the Highlands, on

Hollywood and Highland. EC has been touring all over Texas and surrounding area since January 2005,
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performing 4-8 shows per month and have become very popular in Dallas, Denton, San Antonio, and

Austin, selling out shows in all of these cities. Theyve opened for national acts such as Three Days

Grace, Blue October, Social Burn, Vallejo and the Burdon Brothers while adding the finishing touches to

the album and video for their 2005 - 2006 World Debut. ELECTRIC CRUSH is currently working with

A&M International Booking agency, planning a tour of Europe in February 2007. EC is also working with

Howard Rosen Promotions in support of their first single Taking Away, airing in September 2005, and

their video airing in May 2006. It is a voice that is reminiscent of Bon Jovi, Springsteen and Sting, yet

vocalist Shane DiGeorge of ELECTRIC CRUSH has a raw emotional delivery that is uniquely his with so

much passion and emotion, you find yourself captured by his words as if you were living through his

lyrics. Uplifting, energetic, melodic and meaningful, ELECTRIC CRUSH is charisma personified blending

Hard Rock riffs, smoldering guitars, ambient effects, captivating vocals and an electrifying stage

presence, Electric Crush is stepping out in front as one of the best bands to come out of Texas. In a city

where most rock music leans a little toward metal, Electric Crush has stuck to their roots and played their

own style of music. Electric Crush is a band that has a broader appeal creating music that is both

introspective and emotional with an electric style that is unique yet timeless.
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